gentle, self-effacing and long-suffering mothers of the cruellest, most
arrogant and treacherous sons who walk the earth—to the women, of
Japan, who will as always, reap the richest harvest of suffering as their
reward/
Well—there you have it—about the general, generous size of the
average Western comprehension of the Orient.
Extraordinary that for so many centuries 'the arrogant sons' should have
sired this paragon of virtue and she should in turn have mothered 'the
most treacherous sons on earth'? But no common sense nor any sense of
decency stays with our travelling provincials when they undertake either
to underwrite or destroy Japan. The basis for any sense of proportion
whatever is lacking.
Kipling said, among other things he said with a grain of truth in the
saying, 'East is East and West is West and never the twain shall meet/
I am sure they should not meet, at least not yet because, except for a few
culture-hunters (and exploiters?) like myself, the Wet;t has no Lolerant
comprehension whatever to give to the East—from the fim to the last.
And the East has conceived a thorough, grossly exaggerated contempt for
the culture, honour, and character of the West, Both China and Japan
have preserved a great deal of their sense of beauty and artistry. And it is
true that the Japanese have from their first knowledge of us regarded us
as vulgar barbarians. From their standpoint we are.
The Commodore who in 1854 fired the shot that compelled Japan to
'open up* was no violet.
That rude awakening of Nippon—the Land of the Rising Sun—front
the peaceful pursuit of culture for four hundred years, during which time
her Art and Craft rose to high-water mark in all the culture of the world,
was a terrible shock to the Sons of Heaven.
What is the secret of this strange power? These vulgarians have neither
character, manners, nor brains,' said the Nipponese wisemon, And they
sent their elder statesman, Count Ito, journeying around the world to
find out. He was absent some two years, staying longest in Germany*
Japan's Number One statesman came back with the secret: 'Explosives.
In Machines.'
Japan (and this is hard for the West to understand) went into hysterical
self-abnegation and began to destroy her beautiful works of art, casting
them upon sacrificial bonfires in the public places surrounding the palace
moat in the capital, Tokio: virtually throwing her civilization upon these
fires as on a funeral pyre, a national form of that hara-kari which is also
incomprehensible to the West. A young American at that time helped
save many of the proofs of their great culture from this wanton destruc-
tion, His name was Ernest Fenollosa*
Japan whose religion was Shinto—the severe 'be clean* religion, over-
laid with a colourful Buddhism, had reached the parting of the ways. She
,had T&et face*, an Oriental spiritual tragedy which again we fail to under-
L lifer centuries of severe interior discipline, more severe in poverty

